TIPS and GRATUITIES
Tips or Gratuities has always been a questionable question. Everybody understands that this is not a must but rather
a way of saying thank you.
Over many years of hunting we have found the following to be the general averages. It is how ever your own
prerogative to decide if and what you want to give. The following could be used as guidelines on TIPPING of staff:
South Africa
Professional Hunter - $ 50 to $ 100 per day
Tracker - $ 15 per day (One tracker per client)
Skinning shed and Skinners - $ 15 per day (This take care of the complete skinning shed personal)
Camp Staff - $ 70 per day (Chef, waiters, cleaners and camp managers)
It boils down to the following per safari:
7 Day Safari - $ 910 to $ 1 260
10 Day Safari - $ 1 300 to $ 1 800
14 Day Safari - $ 1 820 to $ 2 520
Or
$ 130 to $ 180 per day
If you decide that you will tip the staff we prefer that you do it yourself to each individual or group of individuals
(Camp Staff). Please also make sure that you do have enough cash with you to do that. We also suggest on arrival
day at the Airport to exchange some foreign money for South African Rand which you can use to tip with at the end
of the safari or if we leave an specific concession area which we will not return to. We will at the end of the Safari
provide you with an full list of all the people that has been of assistance to you during your safari.
Mozambique and other countries – Buffalo Hunt + PG / Leopard Hunt + PG / Elephant Hunt + PG
Professional Hunter - $ 500 / $ 1 000
Camp Staff - $ 400 / $ 800 (Chef, waiters, trackers, skinners, cleaners and camp managers)
Regards,
Phillip Bronkhorst
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